The spatial structure of optically heterogeneous turbid media is probed with diffusive light. Projection images are obtained experimentally by deconvolution of the scattered diffuse-photon density waves on a planar boundary by use of a fast Fourier transform. The method is very fast, permitting object localization and characterization in ,1000 volume-element samples on subsecond computational time scales. The optical properties of slice-shape inhomogeneities are accurately determined.
Recently the application of near-IR diffusing light for biomedical diagnosis and imaging has gained favor because of its noninvasive nature, economy, and novel contrast relative to other diagnostics. 1 -3 To this end a variety of techniques for imaging with diffuse light have been explored. 4, 5 Most methods use direct matrix inversion (e.g., singular-value decomposition) or iterative techniques (e.g., algebraic reconstructionsimultaneous iterative reconstruction technique, 6 conjugate gradient descent) for image reconstruction.
Here we introduce a new near-f ield, diffusive-waveimaging methodology, using techniques similar to those of conventional diffraction tomography. 7 The near-field diffraction tomography method has attracted the attention of a few researchers in the photon-migration field. 8 In this Letter present a rigorous account of the theory and provide the f irst experimental images of absorbing and scattering objects in turbid media obtained by this approach. The method differs from least-squares techniques 6 in that it is fast and noniterative. In addition to providing information about the position and shape of a hidden object or objects, projection images can be used to deduce the optical properties of heterogeneities without the need for complex reconstruction procedures such as matrix inversion when the heterogeneities are thin and information on their depth is available.
We adopt the frequency-domain picture for our discussion. An intensity sinusoidally modulated light source coupled into a highly scattering medium such as tissue produces a diffuse-photon density wave (DDPW) that propagates outward from the source. 9 The amplitude and phase of this DPDW depend on the absorption and the scattering coefficients within the turbid medium.
In uniform turbid media the DPDW from a point source at r s detected at position r d has the form U 0 sr d , r s , vd M 0 expsik 0 jr 2 r s jdys4pD 0 jr 2 r s jd.
Here v is the angular source-modulation frequency, M 0 is the ac amplitude of the source, D 0 vys3m so 0 d is the diffusion coefficient (v is the speed of light in the medium), k 0 fs2m ao v 1 ivdyD 0 g 1/2 is the DPDW 0 wave number, and m ao and m so are, respectively, the homogeneous absorption and the reduced scattering coefficients of the medium. In heterogeneous media, the total DPDW, U t sr d , r s , vd, is a superposition of incident fU 0 sr d , r s , vdg and scattered fU 1 sr d , r s , vdg DPDW's. To the f irst order in the variation of optical absorption and reduced scattering coeff icients, the scattered wave is Z U 1 sr d , r s , vd T fU 0 sr, r s , vdgGsjr d 2 rjdd 3 r . (1) V Here Gsjr d 2 rjd is the Green's function for the DPDW in the homogeneous medium. We call T fr, U 0 sr, r s , vdg the inhomogeneity function. T abs fr, U 0 sr, r s , vdg sdm a srdvyD 0 dU 0 sr, r s , vd for absorbing objects, and T scatt fr, U 0 sr, r s , vdg fdm s 0 srd3Doko 2 y vd 2 = lnsdm s 0 1 m so 0 dg ? =U 0 sr, r s , vd for scattering objects. The integral is over the sample volume V .
We consider a parallel-plane geometry [ Fig. 1 (a)] that is potentially applicable to the compressed-breast configuration. For this case, a natural basis set for the Green's function in Eq. (1) is the simple Weyl expansion 10 : form in terms of spatial frequencies p, q, m Z Zì dpdq
where we assume that z d . z without losing generality; m sk 0 2 2 p 2 2 q 2 d 1/2 with Imsmd . 0. Using Eq. (2) and taking the two-dimensional (2D) spatial Fourier transform of both sides of Eq. (1) [with respect to transverse s x, yd coordinates], we obtain Z i zdŨ 1 s p, q, z d , r s , vd T s p, q, z, r s , vd 2m zs
The left side of Eq. the scattered DPDW measured on the detection plane z z d . This integral equation is approximated by
idz where dz is the discretized step size and N is the total number of slices in the z direction.
For the projection image, we replace z j on the left side of Eq. (4) with the estimated slice position of the object. We drop the sum over all other z j 's and then perform a 2D inverse Fourier transform of T to obtain the projection image. When the object thickness is of the order of several transport mean free paths f1ys m a 1 m s 0 dg, we can deduce accurately the optical properties of the object or objects. For thicker objects (i.e., .5 mm), the average over the size of the object weighted by the sum of exponential phase factors reduces the accuracy of the optical properties. However, position information is accurate, and the relative optical properties of multiple objects are also very accurate.
To demonstrate the feasibility of this algorithm, we performed amplitude and phase measurements in a parallel-plane geometry [ Fig. 1(a) ]. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The system consists of a rf-modulated (100-MHz), low-power (,3-mW) diode laser operating at 786 nm. The source light is f iber guided into a large fish tank of 50L 0.75% Intralipid 0 s m a 0.02 cm 21 , m s 8.0 cm 21 ), enabling us to use inf inite medium boundary conditions. A detection fiber couples the detected diffusive wave to a fast avalanche photodiode. A single-sideband demodulator is used to f ind the homodyne of the signal and the reference wave at 100 MHz. The dynamic range of our current setup is ,2500. The source and detection fiber optics are moved by automated stepper motors. The system is very stable for ,3 h.
The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The source position was fixed and taken to be the origin of our coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , we ''made'' the detection plane by scanning a single detection f iber over a square region from (24.65, 24.65, 5.0) cm to (4.65, 4.65, 5.0) cm in a plane at z d 5.0 cm in steps of size Dx Dy 0.3 cm. The amplitude and phase of the DPDW were recorded at each position for a total of 1024 points. We directly measured the amplitude and phase in the homogeneous medium to obtain U 0 sr d , r s , vd.
Two absorbing slices, each 1.5 cm 3 1.5 cm 3 0.4 cm were then submerged in the turbid medium (0.75% Intralipid). The slices were made of resin plus TiO 2 and absorbing dye. Slice 1 with m a1 0.20 cm 21 was placed at position s21.6, 20.3, 3.0d cm, and slice 2 with m a2 0.10 cm 21 was placed at (1.6, 0.3, 3.0) cm. The scattering coefficients of these two slices are the same as that of the background, i.e., 8.0 cm 21 . We obtained the scattered wave U 1 sr d , r s , vd by subtracting the homogeneous background DPDW U 0 sr d , r s , vd from the measured signal U t sr d , r s , vd. The 2D Fourier transform U 1 sr d , r s , vd leads to the inhomogeneity function T s p, q, z j , r s , vd in Eq. (4). We use a priori information about the object position(s) in the z direction to select a single image slice, e.g., a slice at z z obj , where the inhomogeneity function is T s p, q, z obj , r s , vd. The 2D inverse Fourier transform of T s p, q, z obj , r s , vd gives an accurate spatial map of the absorption variations dm a sx, y, z obj d.
The reconstructed images from the experimental data are shown in Fig. 2 . The two objects are well resolved (with a peak -trough of .2). The reconstructed xy positions of these two slices are approximately s21.80, 20.25d cm and s1.85, 0.25d cm, close to their true x -y positions of s21.6, 20.3d cm and s1.6, 0.3d cm. Inaccuracies in the position measurements might account for the discrepancy. Images shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) are unprocessed. The reconstructed absorption coefficients are well above the background-noise rec level and close up to the true values [e.g., m a1 ഠ s0.22 6 rec 0.03d cm 21 and m a2 ഠ s0.13 6 0.03d cm 21 ]. The noise in the reconstruction is mainly from the f inite step size and scan region, the positional error, and the electronics. The refractive-index mismatch between the object and the background medium also contributes to the inaccuracy in the reconstructed optical properties. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) calculation takes less than 200 ms of CPU time on a SunSparc10 workstation, and the presence of multiple objects does not increase the computation complexity.
The feasibility of the FFT algorithm for imaging a scattering object was also demonstrated. The geometry is the same as in Fig. 1(a) . In this case we used spherical objects as heterogeneities instead of thin slices to test the accuracy of our algorithm for imaging extended objects. Sphere 1, of radius Both spheres have the same absorption coefficient as the background, i.e., 0.02 cm 21 . We see from Fig. 2 (c) and 2(e) that positional information about these two scattering objects is recovered. In this case we use a slice through the sphere center at z z obj and obtain a 2D scattering contrast image. We do not expect to reconstruct the scattering coeff icients accurately since the objects are extended. However, we were still able to obtain the correct positions, and the two objects are well resolved [Figs. 2(c) and 2(e)]. Furthermore, the ratio of the reconstructed scattering coeff icients is close to the true ratio, i.e., 0 rec 0 rec m s2 ym s1 ഠ 1.35, while the true ratio is ,1.62. Depth information is required for full 3D images with this diffraction tomography technique. One simple method is to use a secondary localization scheme to deduce object depth. Alternatively, two projection images of the sample along orthogonal directions provide sufficient information for 3D reconstruction.
We have successfully applied near-f ield diffraction tomography, diffuse-photon density waves, and FFT's to obtain projection images of hidden objects in highly scattering tissue phantoms. It may be possible to obtain clinical projection images in real time with this FFT approach. The geometry used so far has been inf inite. In practice, boundary effects present important problems. On the one hand, matching materials might be used to reduce the boundary effects. On the other hand, the introduction of a surface integral term in Eq. (1) or better Green's functions (which vanish on the extrapolated boundary) may be used to incorporate boundary effects. The technique presented here provides a basis for more complicated and realistic reconstruction methods to address these issues. 
